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Quote Lookup
ThreatQuotient RESTON, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-a trusted threat intelligence platform
Introduces First ThreatQuotient™,
innovator, today announced new ThreatQ platform Recently Viewed
Threat Intelligenceadvancements, a robust Partner Integration Program
Your list is empty.
and Professional Services offerings to answer industry
Platform to Answer
demand to make threat intelligence operational within
Industry Demand the context of a company’s specific environment. With
these new offerings, ThreatQuotient is leading the
for More Finecharge for security operators, threat analysts and
Tuned Controls and
business executives who need faster, richer insights to
make accurate decisions and improve their security
Streamlined Threat
posture.
Operations

“The industry has realized that the aggregation and

Business Wire January 31, 2017

sharing of threat data is not enough to succeed. Threat
intelligence platforms need to do more to support the
utility of threat intelligence as part of security
operations,” said Leon Ward, Senior Director, Product
Management, ThreatQuotient. “ThreatQ has been What to Read Next
purpose-built to support the threat operations within a
company. It is designed to help customers focus their
resources on the high-risk items that are most pertinent
to their business.”
ThreatQ 3.0
Companies are being challenged by too much threat
data, and without comprehensive context, it is hard for
Citigroup to exit U.S. mortgage servicing
operations by 2018
operators to identify a starting point for investigations.
Reuters

ThreatQ 3.0 solves this challenge through automated
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/threatquotient-introduces-first-threat-intelligence-140000598.html
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parameters. The platform combines and correlates data
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in the case where threat data is rated differently by
various providers or is lacking context behind how the
Introducing the All-New Toyota® C-HR
Toyota Sponsored
rating was determined.
“ThreatQuotient can help organizations address major
challenges for security operations and threat analyst
teams by providing them with a platform for threat
operations that can help them customize, prioritize and
make use of their threat intelligence,” added Jon Oltsik,
Senior Principal Analyst at Enterprise Strategy Group.
“ThreatQuotient can enable organizations to achieve

greater security, and foster improved, more effectiveWhy there’s still hope about Trump’s H-1B visa
collaboration across all teams that are part of the
modern threat operations and IT environment.”

plan for high-skilled immigrants
Yahoo Finance

According to Gartner, "Threat intelligence platforms also
aid the SOC in bringing in external threat landscape
context in a more efficient manner and assist with
incident response, threat forecasting and threat
intelligence sharing, ingesting many flavors of threat
intelligence and then actioning it." Gartner, Inc., The Five
Models of Security Operation Centers, Oliver Rochford,

Warren Buffett credits his extraordinary life to

Craig Lawson, October 2015, Foundational December,
two strokes of luck
2016.

Quartz

To address these challenges, ThreatQ has the only selftuning Threat Library, updating priority and relevance
based upon the customer-defined parameters, as more
data and context comes into the system. With validated
context and a stronger understanding of what data is the
most relevant to their company, operators can cut
through the noise and focus their investigations on the
highest risk threats first. ThreatQ is the best platform to
serve as the cornerstone for a company’s security
operations and the use cases relying on threat
intelligence.
ThreatQ enables successful cyber threat operations
and management by empowering teams to collaborate
on intelligence, manage defenses across their
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/threatquotient-introduces-first-threat-intelligence-140000598.html
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extensible architecture, allowing for strong integration
and interoperability with existing infrastructure.
ThreatQuotient’s new Partner Integration Program is a
robust ecosystem that leverages the ThreatQ Open
Exchange through a software development kit (SDK),
easy-to-use application programming interfaces (APIs)
and a comprehensive set of industry-standard
interfaces to fully integrate with the equipment, tools,
technologies, people, organizations and processes that
protect your business.
ThreatQ allows both standard integrations and BYO
connectors and the platform can easily enable more.
Representative partners in the program include: Cisco,
CrowdStrike, DomainTools, Farsight Security, FireEye,
Flashpoint, Phantom, Recorded Future, Symantec,
Verisign, VirusTotal and Wapack Labs. The full list of
over 50 integration partners can be found here.
Read More
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